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Across
3. what tool is used to carry several brick at 
one time
5. The JOINT that"s on the bottom of 
brickwork that runs horizontally
10. Respiratory problems can be caused by 
inhaling silica, a crystal found in
11. Flashing is used in masonry construction 
to allow moisture to escape out of the.
15. Most Masonry work is done__________
16. Mortar and masonry units form a bond 
that is basically what
17. who"s your favorite teacher
18. Another word for Mortar is________
19. Before cutting a block or brick, the line 
on which the cut will be made must be.

21. A piece of equipment that is used to mix 
mortar
22. To manually mix mortar, use a __________
23. How many points does a unicorn have
24. The term used to describe applying 
mortar to a BLOCK is
Down
1. Mortar is a mixture of water, sand, lime 
and ________________ cement
2. To establish a straight line for the first 
course of brick, a mason often uses a
4. The JOINT that is in between brickwork 
that run vertically
6. The mason's most commonly used tool 
is the

7. Cracking in brick construction is caused 
by
8. Holes are formed in cored brick and 
block to reduce what.
9. What tool is used to smooth out mortar 
joints
12. Water that is used in mortar must be
13. Flexible metal brackets that are attached 
to structural backing when laying brick on a 
Veneer
14. A worker who carries masonry materials, 
tools, and mortar and gets things things for 
the mason is classified as a ________
20. The most common brick bond is called a 
______________ bond

Word Bank
weight Powermixer mud Albright running sand
bricktongs mechanical Hoe scored outside weepholes
Headjoint buttering bedjoint one chalkline wallties
portland tender exspansion potable trowel jointer


